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Letter to Professor

Dear Professor ___________,

I am writing to you to apologize for my lack of participation in your Noun class. This semester has been

especially difficult for me, as I have been dealing with __________ (symptom) whenever I attempt to ______ (

normal activity). It all started this summer when I was ___________ (activity). The visit to the hospital after led

to a diagnosis of ______ (medical condition), and I was prescribed ________ (medication). Little did I know the

medicine would have serious side-effects, such as ________ and ___________ (side effects), which further limit

my ability to complete your work.

Sadly, this is not my only bodily injury; I have also been dealing with pains in my ________ (body part) which

lead me to _________ (verb) and spend _______ (time) daily trying to ______ (verb) and recover.

I have also been dealing with my ___________'s (other family member) _________ (problem), which makes me

spend an hour every day __________ (form of communication) with them. It is an extremely ___________ (

adjective) time.

Regretfully, the election also led me to neglect your work. With the election of a(n) ___________ (noun) to the

Presidency, I have spent ___ (amount of time) on thinking about _______ (philosophical concept). I have also

worried



about _____ (policy issue), which will impact me by _______ (verb) my ability to ________ (verb). I have also

spent ______ (amount of time) crying because of his ______ (characteristic of Trump), and the nightmares I

have experienced due to his ___________ (noun).

My hope is that you know how much I ___________ (verb) your class. I know I have only attended

___________ (number) of classes, and turned in __________ (number) of assignments, but every time I

__________ (normal daily activity), I can't stop thinking of _____________ (topic from class). Every time I

think of your class, a ________ (type of feeling) washes over me. I am so invested in your class, that I even had

a nightmare, where _________ (individual studied in class) attempted to ___________ (verb) me, which led to

________ (number of visits) to SHACS for counseling, consuming ________ (amount of time) and making me

feel _________ (feeling).

I would love to come by your office sometime to discuss raising my grade from ______ (current grade) to

_______ (grade wanted). I'm extremely busy this week, with ____ (number) of appointment to hospital, a

skyping session with __________ (local government representative), meeting with ________ (Grinnell

Administrative person) to enact changes in ______ (Some policy BS), and spending ________ (time) reflecting

about __________ (class concept) while _______ (normal daily activity), but I am sure we can find a time.

With ___________ (class concept) in mind,



__________ (your name)
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